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Outside-in and Inside-out
Lorcan Dempsey’s weblog, January 11, 2010
http://orweblog.oclc.org/Outside-in-and-inside-out/
“Think ... of a distinction between outside-in resources, where the 
library is buying or licensing materials from external providers and 
making them accessible to a local audience (e.g. books and 
journals), and ‘inside-out’ resources which may be unique to an 
institution (e.g. digitized images, research materials) where the 
audience is both local and external. Thinking about an external non-
institutional audience, and how to reach it, poses some new 
questions for the library.”
Caltech’s Inside-out Library
• Institutional repository
• EPrints
• ETDs
• EPrints
• Research data repository
• Invenio
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Caltech’s Inside-out Library (continued)
• Digital collections
• Islandora
• all formats, including born-digital data
• Archives management
• ArchivesSpace
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Infrastructure issues
• Migrating to new software versions
• Development of similar capabilities across 
different systems
• Developing services against a variety of 
APIs
• Aggregation challenges
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Directory
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Software system
EPrints, Islandora, 
Invenio, 
ArchivesSpace, 
your system here
local or hosted
Storage
local, cloud; 
filesystem, 
repository 
system
API
manage,
create metadata
content
web app
external tools 
and systems
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Objectives (things we need to do/support)
• Provide access to metadata in a variety of 
ways (feeds)
• Embed metadata and content in diverse 
contexts (publication)
• Search, retrieve, display
• Enrich, recombine, analyze
Software strategies
• Leverage APIs (working at the edge)
• Working with copies (of metadata primarily)
• Continuous migration (e.g. daily download)
• Simplicity
• Generic tools
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Composability and malleability
• Composable software
• Easily modifiable
• No arbitrary restrictions
• Malleable software
• Modular components
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Software system
EPrints, Islandora, 
Invenio, 
ArchivesSpace, 
your system here
local or hosted
Storage
local, cloud; 
filesystem, 
repository 
system
manage,
create metadata
dataset
collections
tools
external 
resources
dataset
• Tools for organizing JSON objects as collections
• on disc or in the cloud
ames
• Automated Metadata Service
• Manages metadata from a variety of sources
• Metadata harvesting
• CodeMeta management and updating
• Citation alerts
• Metadata checks and updates
• Caltech repository reports
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Tools
Strategic advantages
• Less need to develop WITHIN software/repository 
silos
• Preservation (“lots of copies keeps stuff safe”)
• Ease of manipulation
• Filtering (of records, of fields)
• Repurposing
• Combination, distribution
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Example: Identity
• IDs and roles vary from system to system
• Roles and affiliations change over time
• Systems may or may not have “authority 
control”
• Options: normalize data, or use crosswalks
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Departmental Server at Caltech
Data Files Metadata
Update metadata
Dates
Version 
Information
Usage Information
Update files
Netcdf data
Monthly automatic 
updates, new data 
version or new site
caltechdata_api
https://github.com/caltechlibrary/caltechdata_api
https://github.com/inveniosoftware/datacite
Leveraging DataCite to publish video
We've developed a JavaScript-based solution to embed video content from CaltechDATA into any web site.  
You only need to know the DOI of the CaltechDATA record.  Paste the following code into your website:
<div id="videodiv1"></div>
<script src="https://feeds.library.caltech.edu/scripts/CL.js"></script>
<script>
let div = document.getElementById("videodiv1"),
doi = '10.22002/D1.1278',
item_no = 0;
CL.doi_video_player(div,doi,item_no);
</script>
Our CL.js function is general and will work with any DOI where the content provider has provided media 
information to DataCite. The underlying viewer is video.js, an open source javascript viewer.
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Cell Atlas
• Proposal for a new publication
• Content to be hosted in CaltechDATA
• Publication via R bookdown package
• Simple, flexible
• Can include interactive apps
• Example: Embedded content (e.g. video) from 
CaltechDATA repository
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Takeaways
• Complexity should reside in the data, not the 
system
• Value lies in the data, not the software
• Build at the edges
• Build tools, not systems
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